Bachelor of Social Work (Hons)

Students who commenced the program from 2010

Eligibility for Honours Entry
1. gain a GPA of 5.700 for #12 from the School specified list of graded courses; and
2. be currently enrolled in the pass degree program; and
3. satisfy the executive dean that the student is qualified to undertake honours.

The following #12 to be used for Honours Entry GPA
POLY1000 – Australian Social Policy: An Introduction (previously coded as POLY2000)
SWSP1044 – Human Development and Social Work (previously coded as SWSP2044)
SWSP2077 – Direct Practice 1
SWSP2088 – Direct Practice 2
SWSP3011 – Working in Human Service Organisations
#2 Foundation specialisation course (one from SWSP3027, SWSP3028, SWSP3029 or SWSP3076)*

* Note: The course with the highest grade attained will be used for the calculation.

Award for Honours Class
To graduate with Honours, a student must complete the following #16 of study. Honours grades are based on a weighted Grade Point Average (GPA) of the following courses.

The following #16 to be used for Honours Class GPA
SWSP3022 – Moral and Ethical Foundations of Social Work
SWSP3302 – Research in Social Work and Human Services Practice
SWSP4033 – Research and Evaluation for Social Work Practice
SWSP4100 – Contemporary Social Work: Frameworks for Advanced Practice
#4 Advanced specialisation (one from SWSP4176, SWSP4178 or SWSP4179)
SWSP4088 – must attain passing grade (P)

For information regarding the calculation of the class of honours please see 3.50.12 Bachelor Honours Degrees in the UQ Policy and Procedures Library.